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INTRODUCTION

It is clear that getting native objects identified properly as part of the test automation process is key to successful continuous test automation. Selenium allows test automation engineers to identify objects\(^1\) by 7 different locators such as XPATH, CSS, ID, Text, Class, etc.

Within this chapter, we will go through some of them and we will introduce a brand new tool\(^2\) that could help you improve the reliability of object identification in Selenium tests. The tool was developed and open-sourced by the Office of the CTO at Perfecto. Think about it as an object analysis grader where the highest score would mean that the test engineer found/identified the best-matched object name to be used in the test code. It also provides valuable recommendations on how the corresponding expressions could be improved in a way that they would identify objects well across different platforms.

OBJECT ID AND AUTOMATION

Getting the most accurate object as part of any automation test code delivers several key benefits, such as:

- Test code that is easy to author and debug
- Highly maintainable test code which is more resilient to changes in the app under test
- Reusable automated tests across different versions of the app under test
- Cross-platform automated solutions (mobile and desktop web) can be built
- Reduce false-negative errors

Stable test code is not the only prerequisite for a continuously working automation. It is also a matter of a well-defined process and collaboration between the various teams. Before diving into the technical talk about XPath, it will be worth it to discuss a process used successfully by agile devOps teams. It will help testers write better automation code that can be easily integrated in the
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2 XPath Validator tool — [http://xpathvalidator.projectquantum.io/](http://xpathvalidator.projectquantum.io/)
early stages of CI workflows.

Both mobile and web developers will typically define the identifiers of UI objects as part of their application code.

**In a mobile web/ HTML app**, it will be through adding the ID attribute to HTML elements, as also depicted in Figure 66.

```html
<input type="text" placeholder="ZIP Code" maxlength="5" id="zip" name="zip">
```

*Figure 66: An Example of a HTML Text Field That Could Be Located By Its ID*

**In a native mobile app**, it would be through adding the ID to the UI control object (Android and iOS), as one can observe in Figure 67 and Figure 68.

```xml
<TextView
    android:textAppearance="@android:attr/textAppearanceMedium"
    android:text="My ip"
    android:id="@+id/my_ip"
    android:layout_alignStart="@+id/btn_cam"
    android:layout_marginTop="35dp"
    android:layout_below="@+id/mimageView" />
```

*Figure 67: An Example of Defining Text Field That Could be Located by ID in an Android App*

*Figure 68: An Example of Defining UI Control That Could be Located by ID in an iOS App*
At the beginning of each sprint, both developers and testers would define the UI objects together (including the corresponding objects IDs) and create a joint repository that will be used once by the developers while writing the code and, later on, by test engineers during the test automation development.

Both the code and the tests will be committed together into the main source code management system (SCM) and will be executed as part of the CI cycle.

The process of defining the objects jointly by developers and testers is critical for writing robust automation code. In addition, this process helps developers understand the testing requirements and code with testing in mind which is clearly a win-win situation for the entire mobile team.

**XPATH IN A NUTSHELL**

The process described above requires developers and test engineers to work together. Unfortunately, in many projects this is not the case and testers usually receive the app under test without any metadata about UI objects, i.e., their IDs are not defined. This is where XPath locators come in handy.

**XPath** is a syntax of defining parts of an XML objects tree. In Selenium and Appium tests, the structure of the displayed page/screen is described by a hierarchy which is accessed as an XML document in memory. For automation purposes, XPath expressions can be defined and run against this document object in order to locate specific UI objects (often represented as sub-trees in the corresponding XML object trees). Selenium and Appium make object identification through XPath expressions very easy, so you will not need to deal with any in-memory representations of XML object trees. However, this is how it works under the hood and this is why XPath is a relevant tool for all mobile test automation engineers.

**XPath structure:**

//object_type_n1/ object_type_n2[@attribute =value … ]

XPath expressions can be very powerful object locators. Table 2 lists three typical examples of identifying certain HTML UI elements (objects) in web pages rendered by web browsers.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XPath Expression</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>//button[@type='submit']</td>
<td>Matches any button element of type “submit”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>//input[@name='zip']</td>
<td>Matches any input element named “zip”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>//div[@dir='ltr']/input</td>
<td>Matches any input field element within a div with an attribute “dir”, which has a value of “ltr”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Sample XPath Expressions Used in Web Apps

The ability to locate any given UI object in the tree model is invaluable. However, sometimes test automation engineers fail to recognize the true beauty of XPath, that is, its impressive set of built-in functions. This way, test engineers can make their automated test solutions much more robust and even smarter.

This said, XPath supports functions for working with:

- Strings\(^3\): e.g. `start_with`, `contains`, and many more.
- Direction\(^4\): e.g. `following`, `preceding`, etc.
- Standard conditional operators\(^5\), such as `and`, `or`, and others.

XPath and Automation

As described earlier, XPath has been used by automation frameworks such as Selenium and Appium as a means to identify the UI objects of web apps (DOM), native mobile app (Object trees), and hybrid mobile apps (objects tree containing DOM). DOM stands for Document Object Model and every web page has its own instance of it created by web browsers when pages are loaded.

**XPath Wars — Well Defined vs. Poorly Defined Expressions**

Let us start with a practical definition of well and poorly defined XPath expressions by using the web and mobile apps for Bank of America.

Figure 69 shows the login area of the website bankofamerica.com.
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Figure 69: The Sign-in Area of the Bank of America Website

An excerpt from the corresponding DOM can be found in Figure 70. Note the marked password field.

We mentioned earlier that XPath expressions can be an extremely powerful weapon for identifying every single UI object on the screen in both web and mobile apps. However, XPath locators could also be used to shoot yourself in the leg.

That said, let us get back to our example above. If you go through the list in Table 3, you will find out that there are at least eight different XPath expressions matching the passcode field. Do you already get it? All of them will work and match our query. However, some of them would prove to be poor decisions during the evolution of the app. They would need to be modified too often and would bring inefficiencies in the maintenance of the automated test solution.
So, now the challenge would be to assess and evaluate each and every one of them in order to filter out the ones which would bring more damage than value. Let us digest the list and briefly discuss the options.

**XPath expressions #1 and #3** are the ones mostly recommended to use. They both use a stable attribute (“ID” or “name”) to identify the field. Its value will be the same across all platforms or versions of the app. In addition, **XPath expression #3** also specifies the type of the UI element (“input”), which increases the accuracy of the expression looking up one specific object.

**XPath expression #2** may look like a good candidate, but the text value can be changed and the XPath will stop working as it used to. **Figure 71** illustrates how easy it is to break this one. Once a password is entered by an end user/automated test script, the value of the field would be already changed to many dots.

**Figure 71: Normal App Interactions Breaking Poorly Authored XPath Locators**

**XPath expression #4** is based on absolute path which is very hard to maintain and very fragile. Any change in the page will break this XPath. Therefore, automation engineers should never use this type of XPath expression.

**XPath expression #5** relies on identifying the *form* object which contains the
creational fields. In this regard, it is better than expression #4, but it will not work as expected when the form is changed.

**XPath expression #6** is an interesting one. It looks up the parent object (in this case the “form”) by its “ID” because it is defined and known. From there on, the built-in XPath function “descendant” is used to get access to the child elements filtered by their type (“input”). Of course, this is precisely the list of text fields representing the username and the passcode. XPath provides access by index to the elements in such lists. This way, the “passcode” text field is picked as the second element in the list. When you have no ID or good attribute to identify your object, try to make use of its “relatives” as stable anchors to locate your object in a more reliable way.

**XPath expression #7** pinpoints the input field in the list of “input” objects on the whole page, while **XPath expression #8** does almost the same in a very cryptic manner. It looks for the fourth hidden “input” element available on the page. Both of them will not work if a new text field is added. In addition, #8 is also vulnerable to scrolling in the web browser.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Never use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expressions #1 and #3 stand out for their robustness. You should ideally use similar XPath expressions when automating test scenarios.</td>
<td>Expressions #5 and #6 identify the first parent with ID and as a next step select the needed “object”. Expression #6 is more robust than expression #5.</td>
<td>Expression #2 will not work in any scenario when the value of the field is changed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Expression #4 will constantly give you hard times because it is based on a full path expression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Expression #7 will be broken many times when text fields are added or removed to the page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Expression #8 is a last resort.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4: A Summary of the Analysis of XPath Expressions*
ASSESSING GOOD AND POOR XPATH EXPRESSIONS IN THE SMART WAY

There are rules that can be used to differentiate between well- and poorly-defined XPath expressions. To help you test your XPath expressions, the Office of the CTO at Perfecto built a web tool that checks the quality of any XPath expressions passed through it. It conducts static analysis of the expressions so that the Object trees/DOM are not needed, i.e. it pretty much does what we have covered in our comparison of XPath expressions above.

The tool takes into account certain rules and heuristics in order to analyze XPath expressions and assess their quality. You can find some of them below.

▪ Does the XPath expression contain attributed definitions and, if yes, which ones?
▪ What is the length of the expression and how many indexes \([n]\) does it contain? XPath expressions with large number of indexes are weak and can be easily broken across versions and platforms.
▪ How many tree levels (“/”) does an expression contain? Too many levels may indicate “full-path” type of expression.
▪ How strong is the selected identifier (ID)? For example, in the case of mobile apps, some automation tools generate automatic IDs and name them after numbers that get changed with every build run. This makes certain XPath expressions relying on specific values of identifiers very weak.
▪ The quality of the XPath expressions is decreased when many words or too many XPath operators are used to get to an object identifier. Complex XPath locators could become troublesome across different platforms and lead to different (and often) unexpected results.
▪ The number of special characters has an effect on the quality of XPath expressions. In many cases, an excessive number of such symbols indicates that the identifier is generated automatically. Of course, this also means that the corresponding value will most likely be changed with the very next build. For example, the following xpath \([//\text{span[@id="ext-element-140"]}][1]\) contains a couple of minus (-) symbols which should make automation engineers think twice before using it.
The tool analyzes XPath expressions and generates a quality score. It also highlights any detected issues. This tool is built based on knowledge collected from customers’ test automation results. It is the result of analyzing the success rate of thousands of different XPath expressions over time in the context of different versions, platforms, and executions.

Let us quickly illustrate the value of the tool by analysing one of the XPath expressions that we used for the sake of understanding well designed and poorly designed expressions. The result has been displayed in Figure 72.

![Welcome to the XPath Validator](image)

**Figure 72: Quality Analysis of a Poorly Written XPath Expression**

As you can see, there are four critical issues discovered. Each of them is described and the general score of the expression is by no means impressive.

If we do the same and pass one of the expressions that we assessed as a “good” one, the tool confirms our understanding of XPath, as evident in Figure 73.

![Welcome to the XPath Validator](image)

**Figure 73: Quality Analysis of a Well Written XPath Expression**
**XPATH FOR MOBILE TEST AUTOMATION**

The XPath expressions used for the sake of automating tests for mobile apps are a bit different from the ones used to look up objects in the DOM in web browsers. This certainly affects the way automation scripts are implemented.

Let us demonstrate these differences through a practical example, so that they may be more easily understood. This time, we will give the mobile app of United a spin. We will search for a flight. There is a ready-made, behavior-driven test illustrated in Figure 74.

![Figure 74: Behavior-driven Scenario for Searching a Flight in United](image1)

Right now, you can safely disregard the validation step. We will get back to this topic later in this chapter. Other than that, the flow is the same for both iOS and Android devices. Even the UI of the corresponding apps looks the same, as also confirmed in Figure 75. However, the two object trees are different and consequently the XPath locators used to identify UI objects will differ.

![Figure 75: Unified Look-and-feel of the App of United for Both Android and iOS](image2)
Objects in Android are identified by ID, while in iOS they are not. The iOS objects contain few attributes.

The difficult part for automation engineers is to write and maintain one test script (and with the same flow) with different locators used for object identification across platforms.

There are two ways to address such a challenge:

- Build two external object repository files (one for iOS and one for Android) and provide them as parameters to the test script.
- Find common XPath expressions for both iOS and Android by using advanced functions like “contains” and “starts-with”. You could also make use of logical operators (“AND”, “OR”) to enhance the lookup logic in terms of platform adaptability.

Keep in mind that the differences are substantial, as depicted in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Android</th>
<th>iOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>search_field</td>
<td><code>//*[@resource-id=&quot;com.united.mobile.android:id/flightNumber&quot;]</code></td>
<td><code>//*[@value=&quot;Flight number&quot;]</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search_BT</td>
<td><code>//*[@resource-id=&quot;com.united.mobile.android:id/searchButton&quot;]</code></td>
<td><code>//*[@label=&quot;Search&quot;]</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: XPath Locators for Android and iOS — Comparison

That said, it will pay off to list the major differences between the models of the object trees in iOS and Android. The implications to the respective XPath expressions will become clear as well.

- Android objects contain a unique identifier (“ID”), while the corresponding UI elements in iOS do not.
- The names of the types of UI objects have absolutely nothing in common. Take, as an example, text fields. In iOS they are instances of the “UIATextField” class, while in Android they would be instances of “android.widget.EditText”.
- Each type of UI object has a different set of attributes that can be queried.
The hierarchy of composing UI objects, i.e. the object trees, have different structures.

In order to explore how both approaches work for United’s app, let us try to come up with an XPath locator that is able to look up objects on both platforms. It is much better to work a bit more on a smarter query than parameterizing the whole scenario, isn’t it?

At first, we need to figure out how to look up the “Search” button. The only common attribute between the iOS and Android apps turns out to be the label/text of the corresponding buttons. The label cannot be changed by end users as it is static for the corresponding resources. Thus, the only expression which works has been illustrated in Figure 76.

```xml
//*[text()="Search" or @label="Search"]
```

Figure 76: The XPath Locator for Looking Up the “Search” Button for Android and iOS

There are at least a couple of limitations relevant to this locator. If the app supports different languages, the expression will not work in languages different from English. The query is too generic and it basically describes any object labeled “Search”. What would happen if a text field with this placeholder (i.e. search bar) would be introduced? That is right, there is no guarantee whatsoever that the button would be returned and not the text field.

If we quickly do the same exercise in order to identify the field where the flight number needs to be entered, we get the results shared in Figure 77.

```xml
//*[value="Flight number" or @text="Flight number"]
```

Figure 77: XPath Query Looking Up the Field for Flight Numbers in the App of United

The aforementioned issues are applicable to this expression as well. Even worse, the value of this field is modifiable by end users, so when they enter a flight number, our expression will be unable to locate anything.

These expressions look good, but they are not stable and can be quite restrictive. In this particular case, we cannot find good XPath locators which
work flawlessly on both platforms. Therefore, we need to figure out different expressions that will bring better results when run against the corresponding platform-specific objects tree.

Let us start with Android. The first rule in UI automation is: if there is an ID, use it. The resulting expressions are listed below.

**Flight number:**

```
//*[@resource-id="com.united.mobile.android:id/flightNumber"]
```

**Search button:**

```
//*[@resource-id="com.united.mobile.android:id/searchButton"]
```

When it comes to iOS, the solution will be a bit more complicated. As you probably remember, there is no notion of strictly defined object IDs in iOS. There is a convention of using the accessibility label of UI elements as an object ID, but this is totally optional. Some development organizations do not become aware of it until it is too late. That said, the resulting expressions for iOS could be found below.

**Flight number:**

```
(UIATextField)[1]
```

The concrete screen of the United app contains only one text field and the only attribute that could be used for automation purposes is its value. However, we have already discussed the downsides. This attribute turned out to be useless in terms of object identification. Therefore, it would be safer to fall back to the index of the text field in the corresponding list in the objects tree.

**Search button:**

```
//UIAButton[@label="Search"]
```

This is a good example of having the chance to benefit from the accessibility label of the field which was pre-set during the development of the app. It is stable and cannot be changed by end users. The type of the UI element is also clear, which makes it impossible for the underlying XPath implementation to
look up and pick an incorrect element in the hierarchy.

In this example, we could not find a good common base for aligning the object identification for our automated solution on iOS and Android. The best implementation will rely on different expressions for object identification. They could be injected as a parameter in the script describing the flow of the scenario. There is a good chance that your automation framework already supports this automation use case. If not, you could implement it on your own.

For example, the open-source framework Quantum supports parameterization of object identifiers, as illustrated in Figure 78. In the testNG example, you can see how to pass the parameter `env.resources`, which points to different objects.

```
<test name="Web Scenarios Android Test" enabled="true" thread-count="10">
  <parameter name="driver.capabilities.model" value="Galaxy,S6"/>
  <parameter name="env.resources" value="src/main/resources/android"/>
  <class name="com.qmetry.qaf.automation.step.client.gherkin.GherkinScenarioFactory"/>
</class>
</test>

<test name="A1" enabled="true" thread-count="10">
  <parameter name="driver.capabilities.model" value="iPhone-6 Plus,SE"/>
  <parameter name="env.resources" value="src/main/resources/ios"/>
  <class name="com.qmetry.qaf.automation.step.client.gherkin.GherkinScenarioFactory"/>
</class>
</test>
```

*Figure 78: Quantum and TestNG Descriptor Featuring Parameterization of Object Identifiers*

Note that the parameter named “env.resources” is defined twice in the scenario definition descriptor. This way, different XPath expressions could be injected and used in a test script, while the automated user flow would stay the same.

**XMLPATH FOR VALIDATION PURPOSES**

As part of a test script, we would typically like to validate certain requirements by analyzing and asserting the intermediate results of different interactions. Unlike flow objects, validation objects are more complicated to define, because:

- User interactions may have more than one valid and acceptable result.
- Results can vary between different executions.
▪ Most of the time the elements do not have an ID defined.

If we continue with our flight search scenario, after entering the flight number and pressing the “Search” button, the script will need to validate the results. However, most of the results can change over time and different executions. Flights tend to be delayed all the time, so:

▪ Flight status may be “On Schedule” or “Delayed”.
▪ Time, dates, and gates may be different during different executions.

This is also depicted in Figure 79.

![Figure 79: Different and Dynamic Results Between Different Scenario Executions](image)

There are means for automation engineers to introspect the object trees of apps while running on different platforms. Using basic tooling, one can reach the right conclusions about how a certain UI object could be looked up. You can pinpoint the flight status field during such introspection, as also illustrated in Figure 80.
Thus, one will learn that the status field is the second instance of “UITextField” within a concrete “UIScrollView”.

There are a few ways to validate the results after interacting with these fields. They have been explained and discussed in more detail below.

**Option #1**

Identify the element with the expected string or strings. If it is not found, catch the exception and raise an error, as also done in the code snippet in Figure 81.

```java
@Test
public void checkFlightsStatus()
{
    String xpath = “/UIStaticText[contains(@value,’\’Delayed\’’) or @value=’\’On Time\’’]”;
    try {
        getDriver().findElement(By.xpath(xpath));
    } catch (NoSuchElementException e) {
        // Raise an error
    }
}
```

**Option #2**

Get all the elements by calling the method “findElements” of the Selenium/Appium driver instance. If iterated upon and checked, the results can be ver-
ified and an error can be raised when an unexpected value is found. Such an approach has been illustrated in Figure 82.

```java
@Test
def checkFlightStatusLoop()
{
    String xpath = "//UIAStaticText";
    List<WebElement> elements = getDriver().findElements(By.xpath(xpath));
    Boolean found = false;
    for (WebElement element : elements) {
        if (element.getText().equals("Delayed") ||
            element.getText().equals("On Time")) {
            found = true;
        } else {
            // raise an error
        }
    }
}
```

Figure 82: Iterating over Text Fields on Screen to Validate Flight Status

**Option #3**

A third option would be to use automation tools supporting means of visual validation. In this case, you will not need XPath expressions at all.

If it is not possible to use a visual validation tool, Option #1, described above, is superior, because:

- The validation done by the XPath expression and the Java code is very simple and easy to understand.
- It is easier to maintain, since only the XPath locator would need to be modified, in cases of UI changes.
The script queries the relevant field and not all the elements on the screen. This is how execution time is reduced, while the accuracy of the interaction results is increased.

SUMMARY

To wrap up and summarize this chapter, we have prepared a list of industry-proven good practices that you can find below.

- Use an ID whenever you can.
- Build processes inspiring the collaboration between developers and automation engineers at a very early stage during the creation of scripts.
- If your objects do not contain IDs, but the objects’ parents or siblings have such, use them as anchors in conjunction with built-in XPath functions, such as:
  - “following-sibling”
  - “parent”
  - “descendant”
- Use automation frameworks that support external object repositories. Add and maintain all of your XPath locators within a set of external resource files (refer to Figure 83 as an example) that can be injected within test scenarios depending on the context/platform.

```python
# search
search=xpath://*[@id="search"]
searchClear=xpath=/*[@id='searchReset']
searchGo=xpath=/*[@id='searchReset']

# item management
details=xpath=//*[@contains(text(),'view details')]
add_to_list=xpath=//*[@contains(text(),'add to registry/list')]
add_to_cart=xpath=//*[@contains(text(),'add to cart')]
approve_to_cart=xpath=//*[@contains(text(),'add to cart')]
view_cart=xpath=//*[@contains(text(),'view cart & check out')]

# log in page
user =id=logonIdMain
password =id=logonPasswordMain
SignInBT =id=sigin-btn
# can be login or account (if already logged in)
firstLogInElement=xpath=./*[@id='rightNavigation']//following-sibling::a
```

Figure 83: An Example Object Repository
- For **mobile** app/web, add the object repository as **parameter** to the script to execute one test/flow on all platform (iOS, Android, web).

- Try to add the **validations** to the XPath expression, build XPARH with the expected results, and look for the element as part of the script.

- For mobile apps, try your XPath expressions on all platforms. For responsive web, try it on three different screen sizes (desktop, tablet, and phone) before you commit your tests in the source control system.

- Try to limit expressions to a depth of two levels. For example, //o1/o2/o3 is not a good XPath.

- If an XPath locator contains more than one index id [n] and n > 1, the XPath is not strong enough and can change between different versions of the app under test or platforms.

If your XPath expressions still look like this, please re-read this chapter again:
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